My 4Rs: Regrow, Reconstruct, Rebelieve, Refix

My 4Rs are regrow, reconstruct, rebelieve, and refix. I chose regrow because I think we need to regrow our plants and get more. I chose reconstruct because we need to reconstruct all our factories and make them safer so our air does not get polluted. I chose rebelieve because we used to think factories are good and get us electricity but we need to rebelieve and stop all these fossil fuel factories. Finally I chose refix because we need to refix our earth to help it become healthy.
Vivaan’s Story Continued:

I drew people from the light side helping our earth by picking up trash on the ground and planting new plants, that's why I chose regrow as one of my 4rs. Also the people from the light side made a river with turbines and that is a clean type of energy they reconstructed their fossil fuel factories with clean energy factories, that's why I chose reconstruct one of my 4rs. I chose rebelieve because those from the light side are rebelieving and making where they live a better place. Lastly I chose refix because they are refixing where they live and making it so they can survive.

I took action because I reused my old pens and made this drawing. Sometimes I messed up but I just erased it and used the same paper. I also made a wrong sharpie line but I just made the line thicker.